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Abstract

This is a flash-based computer game that gives the players an example of the various 

political choices one has to make if they were in a position of leadership within a 

fictionalized country. They will work with a user interface by enacting different national 

policies to balance three main statistics. These stats are economy, security, and 

popularity and the choices of policies that the user makes affect the status of three 

different stats in the country. The game is done if the player manages to successfully 

maintain all three stats after three levels of gameplay or if any one of the stats becomes 

too low. This is an introduction to the various political policies and disasters that are 

used in real life and centralizes the responsibilities that the position of power entails and 

what effects and repercussions their choices have.
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Executive summary

With the lack of edutainment and serious games that relate to real-life world affairs, 

our game seeks to remedy that through introducing young students into the world of 

politics. The game puts the player into the seat of a national leader of a country in which 

the player can customize and name. While the game is targeted at young audiences, 

primarily late elementary to middle school students, we hope that this game will be 

played and enjoyed by an audience of all ages.  Inspired by other serious games 

such as Flood Sim and Darfur is Dying, we seek to continue these line of games by 

producing one of what it means to be a national leader, something that many seem to 

take for granted.

For our final deliverables, we hope to produce a fully functional piece of software with 

the usual help files that can be shared and played for free on various websites. We’ll 

produce our final product with the programs provided by Adobe Creative Suite for 

designing, graphics and programming along with Garageband for sound and music 

production.  For the testing phase, we’ll have a sample of students at libraries around 

Monterey and on campus test our Alpha and Beta versions and evaluate each player 

and record feedback.  

We’ve identified and acknowledged every risk factor that may impede or sabotage our 

project. But rest assured, with dedication, tenacity and caution, our project will indeed 

be produced in the end. We require very little necessities, however, considering the 

price of each of our items, it would take a big chunk out of our wallets in order to equip 

ourselves. After crunching numbers, our projected costs totaled to about $3766 in 

order to complete our project. We’ll be following an established timeline that in which 
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we meticulously follow a series of scheduled tasks to conceptualize, design, develop, 

test and refine our game.  We have a broad and flexible time period so modifications 

to the timeline are possible, but we’ve balanced the time periods for each phase of 

developing, testing and evaluating our project so that we’d have even time.

We have acknowledged all requirements and hardships that entail this kind of project 

and we have wholeheartedly accepted them.  The completion of our project will not 

only benefit our target audience, but set an example for ourselves of what we wish to 

accomplish in the gaming industry.  Using video games to spread ideas, messages and 

education is part of our aspiration in our desired careers.
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Problem

The idea of our game is to address and remedy three distinct problems. The first 

problem is the over-saturation of games of the same genre such as first-person 

shooters and role-playing games. These types of games feature typical themes and 

gameplay that gamers are already familiar with and are probably already bored of. 

The second is the low quality and low production of Edutainment games currently 

available to the public. Even though they have been well developed and implemented, 

Edutainment games and serious games are overshadowed by home console games 

and downloadable games that have gained mighty prevalence over the past decade. 

Most of today’s games are developed for pure entertainment rather than conveying a 

meaningful message in order to gain public awareness about a certain issue or to teach 

a special subject, which the main purpose of serious games. The last problem we hope 

to solve is the lack of effective tools that teach young students about political sciences. 

Political sciences is a broad subject that is important to understand in order to function 

in society. However, the subject is seldom presented in a way that is fun and interactive 

to the students and would inspire them to study further and understand the functions of 

politics.

Target Audience

While our project is open to those of all ages, it is primarily targeted towards students 

going through secondary education; or to be more exact, middle school students.  

In education, the main tools that teach students about the functions of government 

are lectures, textbooks and occasionally educational videos. While practical and 

fundamental, these traditional ways usually bore students and desensitize them from 
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learning.  Young children are naturally attracted to the activity of playing, especially 

when it delivered in the form of digital media. Video games are the pinnacle of digital 

media that easily entices and influences teenagers. Young audiences are also the most 

impressionable and would benefit a lot in which the subject matter is expressed through 

a game.  Middle school students are old enough to understand the basic concepts of 

leadershi, but are at an early enough age to be introduced into some of the deeper 

aspects of political sciences.

Environmental scans

While they are nowhere near as popular as the mainstream media, Edutainment games 

and serious games are indeed available to play online for free. PlayGen is London-

based game development companies that creates a plethora of games that are of the 

serious game genre, each of them are centered on real-world subjects. One game 

they developed which was a major inspiration for our project was FloodSim, a strategy/

simulation game in which the player chooses different policies that have effects on the 

country through three stages of gameplay in order to raise awareness of dangers that 

floods present to the United Kingdom. Another popular serious game developed by 

a USC graduate student is Darfur is Dying which simulates the harsh life in a Darfur 

refugee camp in which the player controls a refugee to a water well while ducking militia 

forces and using it to water crops and build houses. Although these games display new 

content, they have little notoriety among the public and would be a waste if games like 

these were not emphasized in order to spread their messages.  Small, independent 

companies have put their time, money and effort into developing these games for the 

hopes of making their true intentions well-known.  
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Solution

We have designed and developed an innovative edutainment game that shows some 

of the potential consequences and responsibilities of being in a position of power, 

especially as the head of state. This type of game is distinct from the common genres of 

video games, so a game developed with its own unique style of gameplay for a certain 

goal will intrigue players. The innovation of yet another serious game and posted onto 

the cyber world will bring notice back to this genre of video games and hopefully detach 

gamers from the mainstream media for a moment in order to indulge themselves into 

hard-worked games that were made for a noble purpose other than entertainment. Last, 

but not least, this game will be an innovative product of political science education for 

middle school students. Rather than learning it from textbooks and lectures, students 

will experience firsthand what it means to be a national leader and learn about

hard decisions that entail that position. It is a serious game that is intended to entertain 

young students and expand their understanding of political sciences.
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Methodology

We first played several published serious games that were available on the Internet to 

give ourselves the inspiration of what to make. Then we designed it by mapping out 

the gameplay aspects. The programming was then developed through Actionscript 

programming and XML documentation while the graphics were developed by industry-

standard graphic design programs. Both of us worked with their client to see if the game 

is suitable to be played by young students and if this game provided any educational 

value. When the game passed certain level of completion, we tested the gameplay and 

noted any glitches, inconsistencies or aspects that needed change before creating the 

final product.

Tools

● Adobe Creative Suite 5.5

○ Flash Professional

○ Photoshop

○ Illustrator

● Garageband
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Changes in the Project

During our progress we have had to make quite a number of changes to our project. 

The first change was figuring out what program to build this in. We originally intended 

to make this game in a downloadable game engine called Game Maker. When that 

game engine was deemed unsuitable for the project, we decided to utilize Unity.  

However, after a long stumbling block period, we finally settled on Adobe Flash and 

began production, due to it being the only program where we possess programming 

experience.  Special features for the game such as customizing your own country 

were omitted from the programming phase for timely reasons.  For the game’s overall 

look, the project underwent two major visual overhauls. Our first prototype had a very 

light color scheme, but the same layout to the next iteration of the project. The second 

prototype had a darker visual design set up with a layout that was too confusing for 

players. We finally settled on the current visual look for our project after some feedback 

from our testers. These changes improved visual design, interactivity and user flow.   
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Description of Project Deliverables

We are delivering a fully-functional game in the form of a Flash file that can be played 

directly on the desktop or burnt onto a CD-ROM. Furthermore, it should be able to 

be hosted and able to play from our Capstone website and be downloadable from 

various indie and shareware websites. A few of these websites will be Source Forge, 

Kongregate, the indie game database, and Yoyo Games. We will also include a 

development manual to list the changes we make each testing phase and include a help 

file in case there are numerous bugs that the player needs to be made aware of.  To 

provide gameplay support, the game will also come with a text file that will instruct the 

player on how to play the game, what the game represents and what the goal of this 

game is.
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Budget

Utilities Hypothetical Cost Amount Paid

Hardware   

Two Desktop Computers $2000 $0

Software   

Adobe Creative Suite $747 $0

Garageband $250 $0

Space   

Shared Space $250-$1000/month $0

Transportation   

Unleaded Gasoline $50-$60/per tank $0

Labor $8/hour $0

ESTIMATED TOTAL $3766 $0

It cost us virtually nothing to complete this project as all of the resources required were 

already provided to us courtesy of the school or we already possessed beforehand.  

Any persons who gladly provided assistance charged us free for their efforts.  The 

gasoline that was spent during any trips we had to make were negligible at best. 
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Timeline

1st Gantt Chart (February 12, 2012)

2nd Gantt Chart (March 1, 2012)
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Evaluation 

For the testing phase of our project, we had two focus groups to play and evaluate our 

game. The first group was the high school students of the Monterey Public library that 

visited it during chill time. The second focus group was college students from California 

State University Monterey Bay and students from De Anza College. We brought in a 

contractor named Tom Low to assist us in the testing.

Alpha Testing Results

Alpha testing resulted in various issues and important feedback that garnered more 

effort into the Beta development. The gamers wanted the game to be “more flashy”, 

referring to the graphics that were made with Adobe products.  Even though they got 

the hang of it when they first started playing and they considered it “easy”, they also 

wanted how-to instructions integrated into the game so that they can know what to do 

when they’re playing.  Overall, they considered the game enjoyable. 

Beta Testing Results

The second focus group provided equally valuable feedback when they play-tested the 

Beta version of our game.  Even though they considered it easy to play, they said that 

the challenge of maintaining your country gradually increases as you play and they 

enjoyed that experience. However, they also pointed out some inconsistencies during 

the gameplay between the random events generator in relation to the policies that 

you enact, saying that they don’t match or don’t make sense.  They also noted some 

grammatical errors in the text of the rollover graphics.  Nonetheless, they substantially 

liked the game and got a sense of responsibilities of political leadership.
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Collaboration Statement

Leigh Chan was responsible for conceptualizing the idea of a political science game 

and then developing the ideas for the gameplay, graphics and user interface.  He also 

handled the paperwork and preparation affairs of presenting this project to the public.  

Christopher Palacios dealt with designing the gameplay elements such as the types of 

policies, their value and their specific effect upon being enacted. He then created the 

graphics with Illustrator and Photoshop and developed the game itself with Adobe Flash 

with Actionscript language.  He helped foster a majority of the project were it not for his 

technical and design skills.

Our advisor, Pat Watson, evaluated the progress of our project, observed the live 

testing our game in front of our peers and provided helpful feedback of how to improve 

our game as well as technical advice of how to improve the its programming features.  

He provided valuable advice centered on human interactivity with the game and pointed 

out any glitches and inconsistencies throughout the gameplay experience.

We kept in contact with our client, Ben Gomberg who works at the Monterey Public 

Library.  He consulted with us of what educational value should be incorporated into our 

game that would foster learning for the students that come by the library.  

We also consulted with various professors and students around the campus who 

specialize in political science. One of whom was Ann DeJesus-Riley, who was a political 

science professor for Leigh Chan.  They provided us advice of what aspects of politics 

that should be included into our game and how we can simplify it enough so that even 

young children would understand what they’re doing.
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Final Documentation

Design Notes
 
Loading screan
main menu
 
1. Drag over policies.
2. advance time
3. Events
4, Results
5. Interface.
 
-Regulate internet, H-2 S +3 Cost 3: 
-Prohibt citizens to gather, H-3 S+1 Cost 1
-Hire Private Military Contractors to defend country S +1 Cost 5
-Raise Military Spending Econ -1 S + 3 Cost 2
-Tighten travel security Econ -1 S +1 Cost 1
-Tap phones H-1 S+1 Cost 2
-Install security cameras in public places. S + 2 Cost 3
-Social Security: Creates a social safetynet + H +3 - E -2 Cst 3
-Nuclear Testing Cost 7
-Request foreign aid Econ+2 Cost 2
-Denouce foreigners Cost 2*
-Praise Foreigners Cost 2*
-Broadcast propaganda H+2 Cost 2
-Offer free public education +H+2 Cost 4
Close country borders +S*
-Offer amnessity:offer a safehaven to people fleeing their own countries +H -S
-consciption: draft people into the military -H + S
-Free housing + H 4 - E 3 cost 4
-Inflate economy (print money)
-nuclear war (you lose)
-HEalth Care +H 4 cost 2
 
-offer bailout (lose happyness, keep economy)
Invest in new technologies (+h + s +e)??? 
Invest in foreign oil (+h -s +e)??
-Invest in robotics (+H +E)
INvest in space program ( 
 
1800 dubloon
60 poe per day 
480 per login day
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random events
-recesseion - economy -14
-terroist attack ( security and happyness down) s-10 h-6
-assassination attempt H-9
-Money forgery( economy down) -10
-Political Corruption (Happyness down) -10
Foreign power demands (Economy Down)-12
-Negative ad campaign H-15
-Riots (Security Down) S-14
-Alien attack (Happynes Down) H-6 S-6 E-6
-Natural Disaster (Economy Down) E-16
-War (Security Down Happyness Down) S-10 H-10
-Plague (Happyness Down) H-16
Chemical warfare (Happyness Down Economy Down) H-16 E-10
country held hostage(Economy Down) E-10
-Military Corruption ( Security Down) S-10
-Nothing event 
 
Add the escape button to make mini menu 
Or have a on click button to have mini menu
 
Save Options and exit
 
blue screen of death blue
blacks
white text
orange for the country
 
Only one special text. Everything else should be arial with maybe spaced out letters
pig monkey bee monkey pig bee bird
 
Policy Format
 
case 0:

this.policyName = "Request Foreign Aid";
this.policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Request 

Foreign Aid.gif"));
this.policyCost = 2;
this.policyHappyEffect = 2;
this.policySecurityEffect = 0;
this.policyEconemyEffect = 0;
this.policyAlternateEffect = POLICYNOEFFECT;
break;

case 1:
this.policyName = "Denounce Foreigners";
this.policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Denounce 
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Foreigners.gif"));
this.policyCost = 2;
this.policyHappyEffect = 0;
this.policySecurityEffect = 0;
this.policyEconemyEffect = 0;
this.policyAlternateEffect = POLICYNOEFFECT;
break;

case 2:
this.policyName = "Lower Military Spending";
this.policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Lower 

Military Spending.gif"));
this.policyCost = 2;
this.policyHappyEffect = 1;
this.policySecurityEffect = 0;
this.policyEconemyEffect = -1;
this.policyAlternateEffect = POLICYNOEFFECT;
break;

case 3:
this.policyName = "Purchase Nuclear Weapons";
this.policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Purchase 

Nuclear Weapons.gif"));
this.policyCost = 10;
this.policyHappyEffect = 0;
this.policySecurityEffect = 0;
this.policyEconemyEffect = 0;
this.policyAlternateEffect = 

POLICYPURCHASENUKES;
break;

case 4:
this.policyName = "Praise Foreigners";
this.policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Praise 

Foreigners.gif"));
this.policyCost = 2;
this.policyHappyEffect = 0;
this.policySecurityEffect = 0;
this.policyEconemyEffect = 0;
this.policyAlternateEffect = POLICYNOEFFECT;
break;

case 5:
this.policyName = "Tap Phones of citizens";
this.policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Tap Phones 

of citizens.gif"));
this.policyCost = 2;
this.policyHappyEffect = -1;
this.policySecurityEffect = 1;
this.policyEconemyEffect = 0;
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this.policyAlternateEffect = POLICYNOEFFECT;
break;

case 6:
this.policyName = "Hire Private Military Contractors to 

Protect country";
this.policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Hire Private 

Military Contractors to Protect country.gif"));
this.policyCost = 5;
this.policyHappyEffect = 0;
this.policySecurityEffect = 1;
this.policyEconemyEffect = 0;
this.policyAlternateEffect = POLICYNOEFFECT;
break;

case 7:
this.policyName = "Prohit Protesting";
this.policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Prohit 

Protesting.gif"));
this.policyCost = 1;
this.policyHappyEffect = -3;
this.policySecurityEffect = 1;
this.policyEconemyEffect = 0;
this.policyAlternateEffect = POLICYNOEFFECT;
break;

case 8:
this.policyName = "Request Foreign Aid";
this.policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Request 

Foreign Aid.gif"));
this.policyCost = 2;
this.policyHappyEffect = 0;
this.policySecurityEffect = 0;
this.policyEconemyEffect = 2;
this.policyAlternateEffect = POLICYNOEFFECT;
break;

case 9:
this.policyName = "Regulate the Internet";
this.policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Regulate the 

Internet.gif"));
this.policyCost = 3;
this.policyHappyEffect = -2;
this.policySecurityEffect = 3;
this.policyEconemyEffect = 0;
this.policyAlternateEffect = POLICYNOEFFECT;
break;

case 10:
this.policyName = "Increase Military Spending";
this.policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Increase 
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Military Spending.gif"));
this.policyCost = 2;
this.policyHappyEffect = 0;
this.policySecurityEffect = 3;
this.policyEconemyEffect = -1;
this.policyAlternateEffect = POLICYNOEFFECT;
break;

case 11:
this.policyName = "Reasearch nuclear weapons";
this.policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Reasearch 

nuclear weapons.gif"));
this.policyCost = 7;
this.policyHappyEffect = 0;
this.policySecurityEffect = 0;
this.policyEconemyEffect = 0;
this.policyAlternateEffect = 

POLICYRESEARCHNUKES;
break;

case 12:
this.policyName = "Raise Travel Security";
this.policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Raise Travel 

Security.gif"));
this.policyCost = 1;
this.policyHappyEffect = 0;
this.policySecurityEffect = 1;
this.policyEconemyEffect = -1;
this.policyAlternateEffect = POLICYNOEFFECT;
break;

case 13:
this.policyName = "Put Security Cameras in Public 

Places";
this.policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Put Security 

Cameras in Public Places.gif"));
this.policyCost = 3;
this.policyHappyEffect = 0;
this.policySecurityEffect = 2;
this.policyEconemyEffect = 0;
this.policyAlternateEffect = POLICYNOEFFECT;
break;

case 14:
this.policyName = "Run Free Elections";
this.policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Run Free 

Elections.gif"));
this.policyCost = 4;
this.policyHappyEffect = 2;
this.policySecurityEffect = 0;
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this.policyEconemyEffect = 0;
this.policyAlternateEffect = POLICYNOEFFECT;
break;

case 15:
this.policyName = "Create a Social Safety Net";
this.policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Create a 

Social Safety Net.gif"));
this.policyCost = 3;
this.policyHappyEffect = 3;
this.policySecurityEffect = 0;
this.policyEconemyEffect = -2;
this.policyAlternateEffect = POLICYNOEFFECT;
break;

 
Resources Coding
 
Policy 0 {

policyName = "Request Foreign Aid";
policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Request Foreign Aid.gif"));
policyCost = 2;
policyHappyEffect = 2;
policySecurityEffect = 0;
policyEconemyEffect = 0;
policyAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
}

}
Polciy 1 {

policyName = "Denounce Foreigners";
policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Denounce Foreigners.gif"));
policyCost = 2;
policyHappyEffect = 0;
policySecurityEffect = 0;
policyEconemyEffect = 0;
policyAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
}

}
Policy 2 {

policyName = "Lower Military Spending";
policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Lower Military Spending.gif"));
policyCost = 2;
policyHappyEffect = 1;
policySecurityEffect = 0;
policyEconemyEffect = -1;
policyAlternateEffect {
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//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
}

}
Policy 3 {

policyName = "Purchase Nuclear Weapons";
policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Purchase Nuclear Weapons.gif"));
policyCost = 10;
policyHappyEffect = 0;
policySecurityEffect = 0;
policyEconemyEffect = 0;
policyAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
}

}
Polciy 4 {

policyName = "Praise Foreigners";
policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Praise Foreigners.gif"));
policyCost = 2;
policyHappyEffect = 0;
policySecurityEffect = 0;
policyEconemyEffect = 0;
policyAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
}

}
Polciy 5 {

policyName = "Tap Phones of citizens";
policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Tap Phones of citizens.gif"));
policyCost = 2;
policyHappyEffect = -1;
policySecurityEffect = 1;
policyEconemyEffect = 0;
policyAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
}

}
Policy 6 {

policyName = "Hire Private Military Contractors to Protect country";
policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Hire Private Military Contractors to Protect 

country.gif"));
policyCost = 5;
policyHappyEffect = 0;
policySecurityEffect = 1;
policyEconemyEffect = 0;
policyAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
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}
}
Policy 7 {

policyName = "Prohit Protesting";
policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Prohit Protesting.gif"));
policyCost = 1;
policyHappyEffect = -3;
policySecurityEffect = 1;
policyEconemyEffect = 0;
policyAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
}

}
Polciy 8 {

policyName = "Request Foreign Aid";
policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Request Foreign Aid.gif"));
policyCost = 2;
policyHappyEffect = 0;
policySecurityEffect = 0;
policyEconemyEffect = 2;
policyAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
}

}
Policy 9 {

policyName = "Regulate the Internet";
policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Regulate the Internet.gif"));
policyCost = 3;
policyHappyEffect = -2;
policySecurityEffect = 3;
policyEconemyEffect = 0;
policyAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
}

}
Policy 10 {

policyName = "Increase Military Spending";
policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Increase Military Spending.gif"));
policyCost = 2;
policyHappyEffect = 0;
policySecurityEffect = 3;
policyEconemyEffect = -1;
policyAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
}

Policy 11 {
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policyName = "Reasearch nuclear weapons";
policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Reasearch nuclear weapons.gif"));
policyCost = 7;
policyHappyEffect = 0;
policySecurityEffect = 0;
policyEconemyEffect = 0;
policyAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
}

}
Policy 12 {

policyName = "Raise Travel Security";
policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Raise Travel Security.gif"));
policyCost = 1;
policyHappyEffect = 0;
policySecurityEffect = 1;
policyEconemyEffect = -1;
policyAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
}

}
Policy 13 {

policyName = "Put Security Cameras in Public Places";
policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Put Security Cameras in Public Places.gif"));
policyCost = 3;
policyHappyEffect = 0;
policySecurityEffect = 2;
policyEconemyEffect = 0;
policyAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
}

}
Policy 14 {

policyName = "Run Free Elections";
policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Run Free Elections.gif"));
policyCost = 4;
policyHappyEffect = 2;
policySecurityEffect = 0;
policyEconemyEffect = 0;
policyAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
}

}
Policy 15 {
policyName = "Create a Social Safety Net";

policyImage.load(new URLRequest("Create a Social Safety Net.gif"));
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policyCost = 3;
policyHappyEffect = 3;
policySecurityEffect = 0;
policyEconemyEffect = -2;
policyAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
}

}
 
HSE
Event 0 {

eventNameEffect = "recession";
eventImage.load(new URLRequest("recession.gif"));
eventHappyEffect = 0;
eventSecurityEffect = 0;
eventEconemyEffect = -7;
eventAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank
}

}
Event 1 {

eventNameEffect = "terrorist attack";
eventImage.load(new URLRequest("terroristattack.gif"));
eventHappyEffect = -3;
eventSecurityEffect = -5;
eventEconemyEffect = 0;
eventAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank for no alternate effect
}

}
Event 2 {

eventNameEffect = "assassination attempt";
eventImage.load(new URLRequest("assainationattempt.gif"));
eventHappyEffect = 0;
eventSecurityEffect = 0;
eventEconemyEffect = 0;
eventAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank
}

}
Event 3 {

eventNameEffect = "money forgery";
eventImage.load(new URLRequest("moneyforgery.gif"));
eventHappyEffect = 0;
eventSecurityEffect = 0;
eventEconemyEffect = -5;
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eventAlternateEffect {
//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank

}
}
Event 4 {

eventNameEffect = "political corruption";
eventImage.load(new URLRequest("politicalcorruption.gif"));
eventHappyEffect = -5;
eventSecurityEffect = 0;
eventEconemyEffect = 0;
eventAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank
}

}
Event 5 {

eventNameEffect = "riots";
eventImage.load(new URLRequest("riots.gif"));
eventHappyEffect = 0;
eventSecurityEffect = -5;
eventEconemyEffect = 0;
eventAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank
}

}
Event 6 {

eventNameEffect = "aliens attack";
eventImage.load(new URLRequest("alien.gif"));
eventHappyEffect = -3;
eventSecurityEffect = -3;
eventEconemyEffect = -3;
eventAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank
}

}
Event 7 {

eventNameEffect = "natural disaster";
eventImage.load(new URLRequest("Naturaldisaster.gif"));
eventHappyEffect = 0;
eventSecurityEffect = 0;
eventEconemyEffect = -8;
eventAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank
}

}
Event 8 {

eventNameEffect = "war";
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eventImage.load(new URLRequest("war.gif"));
eventHappyEffect = -5;
eventSecurityEffect = -5;
eventEconemyEffect = 0;
eventAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank
}

}
Event 9 {

eventNameEffect = "military corruption";
eventImage.load(new URLRequest("militarycorruption.gif"));
eventHappyEffect = 0;
eventSecurityEffect = -5;
eventEconemyEffect = 0;
eventAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank
}

}
Event 10 {

eventNameEffect = "no event";
eventImage.load(new URLRequest("noevent.gif"));
eventHappyEffect = 0;
eventSecurityEffect = 0;
eventEconemyEffect = 0;
eventAlternateEffect {

//Describe in one sentence or leave it blank
}

}
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